NOTES

- Reenlistment Bonus Update * Eff. Oct. 3, 2023:
  - NEC: 0000 - $30k, All Zones
  - NEC: P06A - $30k Zone B, $45k Zone C

- MA rating is underscored. Retention initiatives to improve Community Health:
  - Currently no convert-out or early-out opportunities
  - New accepting RC to AC in rate conversion for E-1 to E-6 under 10 years
  - Convert in opportunity for most YGs
  - PACT Sailors are welcomed into the community
  - CWAY quota for Sailors who wish to reenlist (Contact ECM)
  - HYT NAVADMIN 239/22, or case-by-case via 13097 IAW MILPERSMAN 1160-120, Sailors must be aligned with valid billet/pending PCS orders
  - Fleet Reserve Requests must align to PRD and/or soft EQs, dated for the last day of the month

Contact MA ECM: MA_ECM.FCT@NAVY.MIL, (601) 874-2795 or (601) 874-2080

Data Source: NMPBS/NavNRM/RE Rate/N12/EPA/55F/SUPERS3 (Adv Op)  A.S.O Date: 09-Oct-23